View from the Village: Changing Settlement Patterns in Sisalaland, Northern Ghana

By Natalie Swanepoel

Introduction

It has become a commonplace to observe, as Labelle Prussin has done, that in West Africa (and Africa generally), a residence “is no more than the physical projection in space of the social organization of the family which inhabits it.” The form, size, and configuration of compounds in rural and some urban settings tend to be elastic, as their builders respond to changes in the social and kin relations of the lineage group. Deaths, marriages (in and out) and the coming into adulthood of lineage members mean that there is a constant need for the expansion and reconfiguration of living space, leading Gabrilopolous et al. to conclude, with reference to the Tallensi of northern Ghana, that “[t]he compound is a material manifestation of a family’s fortunes.” The use of non-permanent building materials, such as mud bricks or wattle and daub, in conjunction with often torrential rains during the rainy season, also means that, on a practical level, there is a constant need to refurbish and rebuild the rooms of a compound as they fall into disrepair.

Although it is the changing physical form of lineage compounds that have received the lion’s share of ethnographic, ethnoarchaeological, and geographical attention, it is equally true that the changing form of villages is reflective of the larger social, economic,

---


political, and environmental conditions that the residents must cope with. In decentralized societies in particular—where villages are often composed of various, often unrelated, patriclans and lineages with differing migration histories—village membership is not fixed, and lineages may migrate to or away from villages as circumstances dictate. While these movements may be caused by economic factors, they are mostly the result of strained (and other) political relations between and within different sections of the village. The spatial relationships expressed in this mobility should thus be seen as a reflection of sociopolitical relations between groups of people within the village community. Thus, villages tend to be mobile, far from stable, and very adaptable sociopolitical entities, and this is physically manifested in the changing form, configuration of, and relationship between lineage compounds on the landscape. Changes in this physical manifestation thus have the ability to inform us about how people responded to changes in their larger sociopolitical and ecological environment. Villages in West Africa, particularly those of decentralized societies, are vulnerable to fission, and can thus be seen as arenas of conflict between interest groups that can radically alter the physical layout and formation of the village. These changes are reflected archaeologically in the settlement organization of past settlements.

Increasingly ethnographers and ethnoarchaeologists are using long-term, diachronic village studies to gain insight into how villages in West Africa have been affected by the social, economic, and political processes of the twentieth century and before. In Ghana, Brokenshaw observed village life in Larthe over a period of three years, while Mendonsa returned to the Tumu area in the 1990s in order to track the changes that had occurred there since his initial fieldwork in the 1970s and 1980s. In neighboring Togo, Piot examined long-term changes in a Kabre community over the course of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. These changes are reflected archaeologically in the settlement organization of past settlements.

---


centuries. Ethnoarchaeologists have also embraced long-term village studies as a way of isolating patterns and processes of change that are not readily discernable from single seasons of fieldwork. A case in point is Posnansky’s\textsuperscript{12} work carried out between 1970 and 1998 in the village of Hani in Ghana. Here, bi-yearly studies documented the changing forms of village settlement organization, population growth, fluctuations in subsistence and farming patterns, and coping strategies during times of economic hardship and political upheaval. The aspects of village life that do not change, such as house-forms, were also recorded.

While traditional archaeological sites and techniques cannot usually offer up the fine-grained chronological changes produced by such ethnoarchaeological studies, they can inform us about periods and aspects of life for which there are no direct informants and thus extend the study of how villages change even farther back in time.\textsuperscript{13} In the case of Hani, excavations of trash heaps dating to the 1920s and 1930s revealed a greater reliance on domestic animals for meat and patent medicines than was expected from oral and documentary evidence.\textsuperscript{14} Agorsah’s work in the Volta Basin looked at both change and continuity in house forms over time,\textsuperscript{15} while Stahl\textsuperscript{16} has traced changes in consumption patterns back through the fourteenth century in her study of daily life in the Banda region, Ghana. Elsewhere in West Africa, particularly in areas such as Nigeria, regional archaeological settlement studies have provided long-term perspectives on shifts in settlement over the last half millennium. Many of these have focused on delineating the large-scale, interregional relationships that developed between polities such as the Oyo Empire and their periphery,\textsuperscript{17} while studies of contemporary settlements have been used to inform the interpretation of archaeological sites.\textsuperscript{18} Space is also recognized as an important


\textsuperscript{14} Posnansky, “Processes of Change,” 33.
\textsuperscript{15} Agorsah, “Archaeological Considerations.”


factor in the legitimation and negotiation of power relations by both ethnographers and ethnoarchaeologists.\textsuperscript{19}

While large scale, survey-based area studies document regional variation and change in settlement pattern, a smaller-scale consideration of individual communities and how they changed over time can also be useful. Such a diachronic approach, working with sites that are linked by the movement of people, can inform on how communities responded to changing sociopolitical and economic circumstances over a number of centuries. Ann Stahl’s\textsuperscript{20} work in Banda has demonstrated the degree to which archaeological remains attest to these changing circumstances. In this paper, I will use the settlement history of one community to highlight the way in which the fate of villages in rural West Africa represent, within their individual histories, the pressures and opportunities that have characterized the West African region over the last 200 years. Charles Piot\textsuperscript{21} has argued that by studying the whole (i.e., the regional level), we can transform our understanding of the parts (i.e., the local). I argue that the reverse is also true. By examining the complexity of the parts—the nuances of village history—we can reach a deeper, more complete understanding of the whole. Archaeology, in conjunction with historical and ethnographic material, facilitates this approach as it allows us to track village formation and disaggregation over time and space, beyond the temporal limits of other sources.\textsuperscript{22}

Settlements with short occupation spans provide insight into the immediate external (and internal) political and economic factors germane to that point in time. I posit this in direct contrast to Fletcher\textsuperscript{23} who argues, in reference to Konkomba villages in northern Ghana, that “if a settlement with a short history can be found, the influence of external political and economic factors can also be minimized.” He contrasts this with settlements that were more than 100 years old and thus reflective of the slave raiding that occurred in northern Ghana in the previous century. This view implies that the physical form of villages with short histories is solely reflective of the internal socio-dynamics of the community in question. Yet such communities are surely affected by the changing regional and global dynamics of the time period during which they are occupied. It is only with reference to both these regional dynamics and internal social organization that we can


\textsuperscript{22} See Stahl, \textit{Making History}.

understand how and why individual communities transformed over a period of time. In the following pages I will discuss how changes in the settlement pattern of villages in northern Ghana are reflected in the archaeological and documentary record, and how the different manifestations of one particular village, Dolbizan in the Sisala East District, Upper West Region, Ghana, reflect the larger sociopolitical and economic forces at work in the region over the course of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

I hope that this will also serve as a commentary on the need to critically interrogate source materials and to develop a dialogical, contextual, comparative approach among the ethnographic, documentary, oral historical, and archaeological source bases. While it is tempting to use colonial era observations from the first half of the twentieth century as reliable indicators of what was happening in the nineteenth century, this tends to elide the many and deep-ranging changes that took place during the colonial era. Conditions in the nineteenth century, when raids were a common feature of daily life, are often used to explain why Sisala settlements are nucleated while those of many of the neighboring groups are not. Arguably, this explanation is only applicable to villages such as Gwollu, a walled town north of Tumu, that has been occupied for over one hundred years and thus still reflects the measures taken in those days. But even these settlements, once the threat had been removed, began to change in configuration. Gwollu’s wall now exists only in a series of eroded segments, and the town has expanded beyond its boundaries. The conditions that pertained in the colonial era should thus be borne in mind and continuities between present and past ethnographic observations, and the more distant past, must be demonstrated rather than assumed.

Regional Context

Northern Ghana, like many other parts of West Africa, is populated by a wide diversity of ethnolinguistic and cultural groups. The convenient academic delineation of specific “ethnic” groups simplifies what is a highly complex situation on the ground. Rather than


25 As has been pointed out by numerous scholars, including Maria dos Dores dos Cruz, “Macupulane Revisited: Ceramic Production Fifty Years after Margot Dias,” *Conimbriga* 45 (2006), 351–69; and Stahl, “Concepts of Time,” 235–60.

discrete groups bounded by distinct social and cultural differences, the Wala, Dagaaba, Sisala, Kassena, Builsa, and Frafra, etc., are gross amalgamations of smaller groups that blend one into the other in terms of language, architecture, religion, and material culture, and who might or might not identify with the label attached to them. Their political organization is characterized by its decentralization; generally, no political unit higher than the village was recognized in precolonial times.\(^{27}\)

Most villages in this region of Ghana are composed of composite groups that are joined together by a shared history of migration in which small family groups, usually embodied in the lineage, advanced into the area and established settlements.\(^{28}\) This process is still ongoing as some groups, for example the Dagara, continue to expand.\(^{29}\) This “disjunctive migration” is by no means unique to this area and is elegantly delineated for Africa as a whole by Igor Kopytoff in his 1987 essay: *The Internal African Frontier*.\(^{30}\) Such migration also had consequences for how the form of villages changed over time. Villages would expand as they integrated new migrant clans or sections into their settlements and declined in size when intravillage conflicts forced the removal of one or more of those sections. Alternatively, outside forces such as warfare or intervillage disputes could also lead to increasing cohesiveness among the different sections of the village\(^{31}\) and a heightened sense of village allegiance.\(^{32}\) It is not unusual that one section or clan would be more politically powerful than the others, either through the right of first arrival or conquest.\(^{33}\)

---


\(^{28}\) Hawkins, *Writing and Colonialism*, 53.


\(^{31}\) Şaul and Royer, *West African Challenge*, 34.


The willingness or ability of lineage sections in northwestern Ghana to migrate at will was curbed during the nineteenth century, a period characterized by widespread insecurity. Communities in the region typically had a decentralized political organization and were routinely subjected to intermittent raids by agents of centralized polities, such as the Dagomba, Gonja, and Mossi. The area was thus a source of captives who could be sold for profit in the slave markets of West Africa. The situation worsened in the latter half of the century with the permanent settlement of a group of Zaberma raiders in the region, but not all insecurity was caused by the raiding activities of outsiders. The inhabitants of the targeted villages sometimes forged alliances with slave raiders as a means of altering the local political balance in their favor and often engaged in raiding on their own behalf. The situation was so bad that some of the colonial officials described the societies in the region as “living in continuous warfare among themselves and again invaders.” This situation, which also pertained in other areas of West Africa, led to many wide-ranging changes in settlement patterns and sociopolitical organization throughout the subregion.


37 Kuba and Lentz, “Arrows and Earthshrines,” 381.

Villages moved to more easily fortified positions on the landscape, such as hilltops or lakes, built defensive walls around their settlements, constructed tree stockades, planted thorn bush hedges, or adopted numerous other defensive strategies.

Slave raiding in northern Ghana came to an end at the close of the nineteenth century when the area was effectively occupied by the British military towards the end of 1897. This early stage of colonization was largely concerned with “pacifying” the region by defeating the warlords and freebooters (such as the Zaberma) responsible for slaving and other conflict, as well as quelling any local resistance. In 1902 the area was formally colonized and “the Northern Territories” designated as a protectorate, achieving its independence along with the rest of Ghana in 1957.

The region was differentially populated: areas such as the Tumu District had a low population density with minimal traffic by precolonial trade caravans, while to the West and East around the centers of Wa and Bolgatanga, respectively, population density was much higher and, subsequently, the resistance to British colonization greater. Due to its general economic unproductivity and the lack of official willingness to develop the region, northern Ghana remained a backwater and is often referred to as the “Cinderella of the Gold Coast.” This meant that the impact of colonialism in the north was, in many


44 Kwamina Dickson, “Background to the Problem of Economic Development in Northern Ghana,”
respects, relatively understated. The colonial administrative center in the Sisala area, Tumu Station, was even closed down for a brief period between 1909 and 1912 due to its peaceable nature (its functions being transferred to the Lawra post), and then again in 1920.

From the 1920s onward, the colonial administration in the Northern Territories became more intrusive as officials clamped down on the residential mobility of inhabitants. This was to allow for greater control of “labour, resources, recruitment for the military and poll-tax collection.” Equally, the pax colonia was strictly enforced. Villages suspected of raiding or other challenges to British domination were often subjected to punitive raids by the colonial authorities, a common feature from the beginning of colonial rule at the end of the nineteenth century.

Settlement Pattern and Organization in Northern Ghana

Even within the context of the modern-day nation state, the village is still the most important community and political unit for most peoples in northern Ghana and the Volta region. Within the village, the lineage takes precedence as the corporate unit of production, distribution and consumption and it is widely accepted that the social structure of the lineage is reflected in the physical growth of and changes to the lineage compound and settlement.

---


46 The station was only re-opened because its closing led to rumors and panic that the area was to be given over to the French, who occupied Leo just over the international border. See Bening, “The Administrative Areas,” 340; Grindal, Growing up, 6.


49 Bourdier and Minh-ha, African Spaces, 17; Mendonsa, “Economic, Residential and Ritual Fusion.”

Generally, settlements in northern Ghana are characterized by two distinct patterns—nucleated and dispersed. The term “dispersed” designates those villages composed of lineage compounds that are scattered across the landscape, separated by a kilometer or more, each surrounded by their farms. Nucleated settlements tend to have the lineage compounds situated closer together. They may have compound gardens but the bulk of the farms are situated some distance away in the bush.

Ethnic identities (and the concomitant social, political, and religious ideologies) are seen as being expressed in material form through settlement pattern, organization, and compound structure. For example, Drucker-Brown describes the “external aspect of a house” as asserting “a political identity.” Thus, the Tallensi and LoWiili are characterized by dispersed settlement, and the Mamprusi by a nucleated settlement pattern; the Sisala are specifically characterized as living in “compact, nucleated villages.”

The Sisala Village: Form and Organization

Overwhelmingly, Sisala architecture is described as possessing the following characteristics: oblong rooms; flat roofs; and compounds so close together that the yards or corridors leave the visitor with an impression of a village street. The nucleation of such settlements is often given as a defining characteristic of the Sisala vis-à-vis other groups in the region:

the compact nature of the Sisala villages and its replication in the patriclan house is a distinguishing feature of the Sisala settlements by comparison to those of their neighboring Dagaaba. It is not surprising that the Dagaaba gave them the name langme, literally, “the people who stay together or unite.”

---


52 These compounds were so dispersed that colonial officers sometimes referred to them as “countrysides” instead of towns or villages. See Roger Thomas, “The 1916 Bongo Riots and Their Background: Aspects of Colonial Administration and African Response in Eastern Upper Ghana,” Journal of African History 24 (1983), 57–75.

53 This is not something that is unique to the Angophone work produced in Ghana. French anthropologists too link characteristics such as a decentralized political system to particular ethnolinguistic groups and directly to settlement organization. Thus, dispersed villages in southern Burkina Faso were viewed as “properly” segmentary, while those in the north, which displayed more complex forms, were interpreted as not. See Mahir Şaul, “The War Houses of the Watara in West Africa,” The International Journal of African Historical Studies 31, 3 (1998), 537–70.


55 Ibid., 672; Goody Social Organisation, 91; Grindal “An Ethnographic Classification.”


57 Tengan, Land as Being and Cosmos, 21.
Some variations in settlement organization are noted:

To the south the compounds, in their day tiny, autonomous republics, were planted out of shooting range of one another, and the tradition persists. In the north, ravaged by Babatu, they are closer together as the need for defense overrode mutual distrust.\(^{58}\)

Mendonsa\(^{59}\) suggests that the above-mentioned difference between compact, nucleated villages and the more dispersed version is a result of the interaction of the twin forces of trade and war. He posits that those villages situated close to trade routes, and thus more likely to be targeted by freebooters and raiders, would have had a greater need to fortify their town. In contrast, villages deep in the bush (and therefore less obvious targets) maintained a dispersed pattern and were more likely to flee at the approach of raiders.\(^{60}\)

This issue is currently the subject of further archaeological investigation.

In the 1970s, Grindal\(^{61}\) noted that an alternative house type did exist and suggested that it had diffused from southern Ghana and may be associated with younger inhabitants who had traveled more:

Whereas the flat mud-roofed houses tend to comprise the older and more traditional compounds, the gabled thatch-roofed houses are usually located apart from the compounds, constituting independent living units.

Nucleated settlements, however, are definitely regarded as the norm for the Sisala: “Breaking away from the tight, nucleated pattern of settlement ... these compounds are erected on the slopes of a wide depression and dispersed in a radius of 450 meters,” write Bourdier and Minh-ha\(^{62}\) (emphasis mine) in their description of the Sisala village of Outoulou in Burkina Faso.

In explaining this particular form of settlement pattern and compound style, ethnographers, historians, and geographers usually attribute them to factors such as the history of slave raiding and the prevalent agricultural system.\(^{63}\) Slave raiding in particular is noted as being the defining factor, also giving rise to what some describe as a higher than average village allegiance.\(^{64}\) Yet, as will be seen in the discussion of the case study of

\(^{58}\) Hilton, *Settlement Pattern*, 870.

\(^{59}\) Mendonsa, *Continuity and Change*, 41–44.

\(^{60}\) Such fortification, particularly the building of walls around such villages may also be related to the presence of *sipalaara* or “big men” who took charge of organizing such defense. See ibid.; and Swanepoel, “Socio-Political Change.”


\(^{64}\) Grindal, *Growing Up*, 7; but see Prussin, *Architecture in Northern Ghana*, 67, who argues that defensive needs alone could not explain the continuing nucleation of Sisala systems, but that it “may emerge
Dolbizan in the following pages, Grindal’s alternative house form is probably a regional variation with some chronological depth, and the overall form of the Sisala village is prone to change over time depending on the specific circumstances prevalent at the time. Below, I present the results collected during two stints of archaeological fieldwork from April and May 2001, and January to May 2002. This data was collected as part of a larger project that examines the impact of slave raiding on the sociopolitical and economic organization of decentralized communities. Particularly, I was interested in establishing whether or not the presence of a “big man,” by the name of Dolbizan, was made manifest in the material record at the hilltop site of Yalingbong, either through changes in spatial organization or other material indicators of wealth and status. As a result, especial attention was paid to the way in which the spatial configuration of the different village sections in relation to one another changed over time. During my fieldwork I lived in the modern-day village of Dolbizan, home to Yalingbong’s descendant community. This exposure to village politics gave me insight into how the current relationships between different sections of the village are reflected in its physical layout. I was also able to map the individual section compounds in the village and observe the seasonal round of building construction and repair.

Case Study: Dolbizan

The village of Dolbizan is today situated about 60 kilometers south of the district capital of Tumu (see Figure 1). Sisalaland (today composed of two districts—Sisala East and Sisala West) is bounded geographically by the Kulpawn River to the west and south, and by the Sissili River to the east. In the north, the Sisala linguistic area extends into the southern portion of Burkina Faso. The Ghanaian/Burkinabe border, officially delimited in 1900, cuts through the Isalaang (Sisala) linguistic region and many people still have kin on the other side.

At the time of fieldwork in 2001–2002 the village of Dolbizan was organized into seven different sections (see Figure 2) separated from one another by varying distances depending on the social closeness of the lineages and patriclans concerned. These sections are composed of either a single lineage compound or a group of such compounds and related buildings. The composition of the patriclan and minor lineage segments are clearly represented in the architectural structure of the village and the spatial arrangement of the village as described above. This relationship is expressed linguistically in that the

from consideration of the exigencies of defense in conjunction with the dictates of land-use pattern.”

65 See Swanepoel, “Socio-Political Change,” for a discussion of these issues.


67 All the sections acknowledge a common ancestry, explaining that their separation stems from the hiving off of sublineages as the population grew. This is no doubt an over-simplification as information, collected by Rattray in the 1920s, points to multiple clan migrations into and out of the village (see Rattray, Tribes, 467).
A term for a subsection of a clan or kin group—*jan*—appears as a suffix in section names within villages. Section autonomy is reflected spatially in the layout of the village and the social and political relationships between sections are embodied in the physical distance between them. The section compounds of lineages that are socially close tend to be situated close to one another.

---

The lineage compounds are formed by any number of rooms that are generally, but not always, joined together by a wall that is believed to keep the members of the lineage safe from contact with danger during the night. As such, all rooms open onto the interior of the enclosed courtyard and not onto the open space surrounding the compound. The majority of the rooms are rectangular in shape. As more and more people acquire the means, new room structures are roofed with corrugated metal sheets. Older rooms, or those abandoned and used for penning animals, retain thatch roofing as does the occasional round room in the architectural setting. Flat, mud roofs are not a common feature in this village although they periodically occur as corner features of the compound, usually associated with the kitchen area. I observed only two such architectural features in the entire village. The form of these compounds is very malleable. When a room collapses, the ruin will be demolished and the remains of the mud-brick will form the mortar for the new room to be built in its place.

---

69 Ibid., 53. Also see Prussin, “Indigenous African Architecture.”

70 Such roofs are far more diagnostic of the western part of Sisalaland.
There are few status differences apparent in the architecture of the village. Village chiefs in this area often have two-storey dwellings but this is not the case in Dolbizan. The form that compounds take may, however, reflect other differences in worldview. Figure 3 is a map of the Zambrungu section, home to one of the most staunchly traditional elders. This traditionalism is reflected in the layout of the compound—all the rooms joined together and all lineage members gathered together within a single compound. Beinjan, the chief’s section (depicted in Figure 4) differs in several important respects. It sprawls over a much greater area and the wall that usually encloses these compounds is missing. This may be a function of the fact that many of the inhabitants of this section are Muslim and thus do not subscribe to traditional beliefs. In addition, the most northerly part of this section has two outlying dwellings. These belong to young men in the section who have either travelled outside of the village or who have their own source of income. Other buildings in the village include a school and smaller compounds inhabited by people who do not belong to a village lineage or who are there on outside business, such as the cotton company representative. There is no trace of the colonial rest house except for a ring of cottonwood trees that mark the shade area that once existed around that building.

While the village is not organized on a grid system as is common in other areas of Ghana, such as Banda, the current arrangement of the village should still be understood as a modern feature. It displays none of the features (such as extreme nucleation, a village wall, or a defensive setting) that were common in Sisalaland during the nineteenth century when slave raiding was at its height. Colonial village planning may also have had an impact. An overwhelming concern of the colonial administration for example was the prevention of disease and the spread of infection, to which end they encouraged villagers to change the layout of their settlements (see below).

**Dolbizan: Nineteenth Century**

The modern day spatial configuration of the village can be contrasted with its appearance in the nineteenth century at the height of insecurity. At this time Dolbizan was known by the name “Kpan” and was situated on a rocky hilltop known as Yalingbong—“the war rock.” Located approximately 10 kilometers from the modern day village of Dolbizan, Yalingbong was probably originally settled in the early to mid-nineteenth century as small groups migrated into the area escaping war and unrest in the south. The original settlements concentrated primarily along the northern edge of the site, which has a steep drop to the plain and was easily defensible. Over time, as the population grew, there was an increase in the number of settlements in rocky terrain, especially in the smaller, less accessible and possibly less desirable places. The site was partially abandoned at the end of the 1800s after its inhabitants suffered a massive defeat, and was totally abandoned in the

---

71 Mendonsa, Continuity and Change, 63.
72 See Stahl, Making History, 62. As Stahl has shown, village planning during the colonial era may have had a large impact on the settlement organization of villages in the region, as colonial officers sought to reach the development goals that they had been set.
74 This is still used as an alternative name for the village today.
Figure 3. Zambrungu section, Dolbizan, ca. 2002.
Figure 4. Beinjan Section, Dolbizan, ca. 2002.
early years of the twentieth century. A survey of the site was conducted in April and May 2001. A total of twenty-four residential loci (including the remains of compounds) were discovered within the confines of Yalingbong itself and ten nineteenth century compound sites were selected for further investigation. These site loci were mapped, and a test excavation and surface collection was carried out at each in the January to May 2002 field season.

Spatially, the community was organized into groups of compounds that were situated in fairly flat, open spaces among large boulder outcrops (see Figure 5). The compounds were composed of fairly small rooms and were scattered throughout the rocks as opposed to the more nucleated architecture found at some other hilltop settlements in the vicinity. My interpretation, supported by oral traditions, is that these clusters of compounds within each loci are analogous to the sections or wards we find in the village today. The architecture of these compounds can be partially reconstructed, as there are a number of extant walls at the site as well as exposed foundations. Unfortunately, due to time constraints, it was not possible to excavate any compounds. In addition to the survey data, there is a written description provided by Assistant Inspector H.J.C. Leland who passed through the village of Dolbizan on his route survey in 1898:

Dolbizan situated on the top of a very rocky hill, consists of circular huts with grass conical-shaped roofs which are scattered in blocks amongst granite boulders.

It is somewhat curious that Leland should describe the huts as “circular,” since the architectural remains certainly do not bear out this observation. It is possible that he passed through an area that happened to have circular outbuildings (as are sometimes seen in the area today) or that he mistook the small oblong rooms with rounded corners that are present for circular huts. He also notes that the houses were thatched—that is, they were not flat-roofed, mud structures. This indicates that the architectural forms described by Grindal as new innovations are actually part of a long-term regional variation. This difference between flat-roofed and thatched housing may be representative of either the linguistic, dialectical difference between western and eastern Sisalaland, or alternatively, may reflect differing environmental resources. Flat roofed structures require a lot of wood, as they use thick timbers to support the weight of the packed clay roofs. In traditionally flat-roofed towns such as Gwollu there is now a trend towards the use of thatched and

---

75 During the survey an area was designated as a separate locus (landscape element) if it represented a discrete area of occupation or other use. At Yalingbong, the loci are invariably bounded by the topography, natural walls formed by huge boulders.

76 Colonial officers at the beginning of the twentieth century noted some extremely large compounds on these hilltop sites. The village of Kulum, for example, where one compound (of seven) had over 150 rooms joined together. See General Staff, Route Book of the Gold Coast Colony, Ashanti, and the Northern Territories, Vol. 2 (London: Her Majesty’s Stationery Office, 1906), 349. The site of Wutoma, near the modern day village of Lilexi, is also characterized by compact settlement (personal observation).

77 The test excavations concentrated on the midden areas.

78 In General Staff, Route Book, 167.

79 Grindal, “An Ethnographic Classification.”
corrugated metal for roofing, as flat mud roofs require both a lot of labor and strong timbers to serve as roof supports. Timber is increasingly scarce and thus this style is falling out of favor with some Gwollu residents. Some residents might also associate the use of metal with an expression of material success.\footnote{80}

As is to be expected, the size and shape of the rooms in the nineteenth century were decidedly different from those found in the village today. They are generally smaller and have rounded corners in comparison to the large, rectangular rooms with right-angled corners. This is no doubt a reflection of differences in building technique. Whereas the modern-day houses are built with pre-formed mud-bricks, the walls of the Yalingbong compounds were built using the puddled-mud technique, which involves the “superimposing of hand-shaped adobe layers.”\footnote{81} Other architectural features are also markedly different. The modern-day houses are each equipped with doors tall enough to allow a person easy passage, and windows are common features. At least two of the extant walls at the site, however, preserved evidence of extremely low, circular doorways.\footnote{82} According to oral traditions, when the site was attacked, or if you did not trust your neighbor, you would go inside these buildings and block the doorways with flat stones. This was a common defensive feature in other areas of West Africa that experienced raiding.\footnote{83}

Dolbizan: 1900–1950

Understandably, in light of the way in which villages form and disperse (discussed above) the different wards situated at Yalingbong did not relocate en masse after their defeat by the Zaberma. Rather, the sections migrated; some merely a kilometer or so from the original site, others into different locations altogether. Only a handful of the estimated twenty-four sections remained to constitute the Dolbizan of the colonial period, which, according to a 1907 report, was composed of no more than ten sections.\footnote{84} Though these ten sections recognizably constituted the village of Dolbizan, they do not seem to have been nucleated at one location. Many of the scant physical descriptions in the early colonial records in fact describe the village as dispersed. In 1914, for example, a colonial officer noted that “Dolbizan is a village of scattered compounds, one of them being six miles away from the Rest House here.”\footnote{85} The 1912 Tumu District Record Book describes


\footnote{81}See Bourdier and Minh-ha, \textit{African Spaces}, 123.

\footnote{82}While groups in the northeast use this strategy to prevent flooding during the rainy season, the compounds at Yalingbong seem to lack the characteristic “dam wall” on the inside of the low doorway that prevents the water from flooding the floor of the room.


\footnote{84}Captain Poole, Official Diary for the Tumu District, 17 May 1907, ADM 62/5/3, Ghana Regional Archives, Tamale [hereafter G.R.A., T.].

\footnote{85}C. Armitage, Tour of Inspection by the Chief Commissioner of the Northern Territories, 28 May–19 July 1914, ADM 56/1/124, G.R.A., T.
Figure 5. Locus O, Yalingbong.
Dolbizan as “very scattered. Practically two villages six miles apart.”86 All of these sections had distinct names and identities that are still preserved in the village today: Beinjan (Yela); Sudelijan (Sidolijan), Nazajan, Duruŋ (Sijujan), Lutiajan (Jinje), Gingaren and Zambrungu (Zanbulugu/Zambulugu).

To some extent these sections constituted individual villages in their own right. Thus on the topographical maps of the region, Gingaren87 (now deserted) is shown, and Rattray named Zambulugu as a separate “town” or “clan settlement” in his discussion of dialects in the region.88 These distinct locations and names, however, did not prevent Dolbizan from maintaining a unified identity as a village. These scattered sections were regarded as a single village under a single colonial chief by the colonial administration and, even today, the people of the modern day village talk of those sites as historically part of Dolbizan. The mention of sections six miles distant from one another, for example, is in all probability a reference to the sections that remained in the vicinity of Yalingbong, which is approximately ten kilometers (6.25 miles) northwest of Dolbizan (See Figure 1).

One of these sections was the small settlement of Zanbulugu, which was identified during the 2001 season and excavated in 2002. The people who once lived there now live in a section of Dolbizan called Zambrungu. According to the villagers (and this was substantiated by the archaeological evidence) Zanbulugu was occupied until the 1940s at which point the two old men who remained in residence there were forced to move to their present location, as they had no one to care for them.89 Similarly the people of Gingaren moved to within close proximity of Duruŋ and are now regarded as largely indistinguishable from them.

Nineteenth-century accommodation to life under siege continued to have consequences for village formation. Sumboro, today a small village to the east of Dolbizan, was also one of its sections within the rock. During the strained times of the nineteenth century, however, when travel between villages was not easy, the taboo on endogamous marriage was violated. As a result, when it was no longer necessary to seek safety in numbers, a separate village was established so as to preserve the necessary distance between the lineages that had intermarried.90 The seven sections or wards

---

86 P. Whittal, acting district commissioner, Tumu District Record Book, 1912, ADM 62/5/1, G.R.A., T.  
87 Gingaren was located, during the nineteenth century, at another rocky stronghold, Bosumu, which is located immediately north of Yalingbong. Unfortunately time constraints did not allow for an archaeological survey to be carried out there.  
88 Rattray, Tribes, 466.  
89 This process was by no means unusual in the region. Hilton, “Settlement Pattern,” 871, reports that: “In 1908 Bekembele … had about sixty people. An epidemic ‘cause unknown’ almost wiped it out in August 1912. The place lingered on, there were five people in 1921 and eight in 1931. Then it disappeared.” In 1919, the district commissioner was told that the inhabitants of Bendi were hungry and that they planned to move to Sumboro (See Tumu District Record Book, 10 October 1919, ADM 62/5/1, National Archives of Ghana [hereafter N.A. G.). See Weiss, “Crop Failures,” for a discussion of food shortages in northern Ghana during the colonial period.  
90 Mendonsa, Continuity and Change, 56.
represented in the modern-day village of Dolbizan and even the ten that are recorded historically, represent a dramatic drop from the precolonial population of the village when it was situated at Yalingbong. Oral traditions and the archaeological remains attest that there were more than twenty sections resident at the site at the height of its occupation. Some of these compounds no doubt belonged to the inhabitants of several of the other villages in the area that took temporary or long-term refuge there, such as Nebiewale, Taffiasi, and Bujan. Others may have belonged to clan segments that later migrated elsewhere and amalgamated with other villages, a common process with villages in this area. Some sections, such as Sumboro, hived off to found separate villages as a result of the violation of the taboo on intraclan marriage during the occupancy of Yalingbong, while once independent communities such as Gingaren, have cleaved themselves to the modern-day village.  

The above history of village formation shows that the different sections of Dolbizan were mobile during the first half of the twentieth century. The fact that even those lineage settlements that were consistently identified as belonging to the village of Dolbizan were not always located in close spatial proximity to one another calls into question the extent to which nucleation can be regarded as a core characteristic of Sisala spatial organization, reflective of their past victimization by slave raiders. For the same reasons, their agricultural system cannot be used as a simple explanation. Rather, the reasons for the reaggregation of the sections close to one another probably lie in the conditions of the colonial period.

Discussion

As has been demonstrated above, the village of Dolbizan eventually relocated from an easily defensible settlement location at Yalingbong to their modern day location 60 kilometers from Tumu. This location was close to a seasonal river, was flatter terrain, and provided easier access to farmlands. It would also have been more conveniently located to the newly established local center of colonial power in Tumu. At first, since it was no longer necessary for the village sections to aggregate in one place for protection, they were spread out across the landscape, even though still linked by the common identity of “Dolbizan.” Later, some sections re-aggregated, though they did not choose to live “cheek-by-jowl” with one another as seen in the nucleated villages of the nineteenth century. Thus the spatial organization of both early twentieth-century and modern day Dolbizan post-dates the end of slave raiding in the area and does not exhibit the degree of nucleation or the remains of defensive walls common at villages that have been occupied for over 100 years (such as is the case with the walled town of Gwollu).

There were a number of interrelated factors that were key to shaping the organization and placement of Dolbizan over time. These include: the prevalence of warfare in the nineteenth century; the enforced Pax Colonia; and the very specific environmental, political, and economic conditions that pertained in the region during the colonial period (1906–1956).

Slave Raiding, Warfare and Depopulation

Undoubtedly, nineteenth-century architecture and settlement patterns in northwestern Ghana were shaped by the constant threat of raids that the population lived under. Thus, nucleated, walled, and hilltop settlements were common, not only in northwestern Ghana but also elsewhere in West Africa where the same conditions pertained at different periods. In addition, the prevailing insecurity also facilitated the formation of heterogeneous communities as diverse lineage and clan groups, in search of safety, migrated to join the same villages. After the raiding had been brought to an end, one of the factors driving the nucleation of villages or the clustering of sections on the landscape was the low number of residents in the far-flung settlements.

The low population density that characterizes the Tumu area is often attributed to the actions of slave raiders. While no precise figures are available, it is generally accepted that the bulk of slaves sold in nineteenth-century markets such as Salaga originated in northwestern Ghana. Geographers, however, point not to the loss of persons through raiding as the primary factor in low population density but rather the prevalence of disease (tsetse fly infestation, trypanosomiasis, onchocerciasis, cerebro-spinal meningitis, and influenza) compounded by poor environmental conditions such as soil exhaustion and erosion. Disease and raiding are not, however, unrelated. It is suspected that the depredations of raiders—which led to out-migration, the removal of captives, and the frequent nucleation of the remaining population into larger, fortified settlements—may have left the environment open for infestation. With the arrival of more peaceful times it may have proved difficult for local communities to reclaim the land that they had lost,

94 Bourdier and Minh-ha, African Spaces, 112.
98 While it is difficult to estimate the number of deaths during the influenza epidemic of 1918–1919; the Northern Territories, including the Tumu District, was especially hard hit. A total of at least 28,000 people are estimated to have died in the Northern Territories, and 80 percent of the population to have been infected. See K. David Patterson, “The Influenza Epidemic of 1918–19 in the Gold Coast,” Journal of African History 24, 4 (1983), 485–502.
100 Goody, Social Organisation, 29.
without adequate labor power or equipment: “most Tumu settlements are small islands surrounded by bush and fighting it.”[101]

The Pax Colonia

A central factor shaping settlements in the early twentieth century was the peace (pax colonia) forcibly imposed by colonial armies. This was largely concerned with halting the activities of slave raiders (such as the Zaberma) and the prevention of caravan raids, which had an impact on trade in the region. The consequences of pacification for settlement patterns were seen throughout West Africa. The most immediate result was the growth of settlements, such as Bawku or Tumu (both in northern Ghana), which were designated as colonial headquarters and district capitals.[102]

Another common feature was the reorganization and reorientation of settlements as communities that had previously withdrawn to rocky strongholds resettled on the plains where farming land was more accessible.[103] In reference to the Tallensi, Fortes[104] noted that one of the major results of the Pax Britannica, which brought an end to the pillaging and raiding in the northern reaches of Ghana, was that it extended their economic frontiers to the Mamprussi country so that young men were going to farm there without any hesitation. In other parts of northern Ghana, too, the new peace allowed smaller, independent settlement units to be founded.[105] Such changes were not always welcomed as it gave young men the opportunity to escape from the authority of their elders.[106] Sometimes communities did not move of their own volition but were forcibly relocated to the plains as the colonial authorities did not wish to allow potentially violent anticolonial agitators to retain possession of their strongholds.[107]

Colonial policies

One of the primary goals of the colonial officers was the improvement of the communities under their charge. They showed an overriding concern about aspects such as sanitation

[102] Dickson, “Background to the Problem,” 689.
[106] Similar pacification strategies in other parts of West Africa, such as Nigeria, resulted in the gradual expansion of farming groups such as the Kofyar, from their fortified highlands onto the plains of the Jos Plateau. See Glenn Stone, “Agrarian Settlement and the Spatial Disposition of Labour,” in Holl and Levy, eds., Spatial Boundaries, 25–38, for a discussion of this.
[107] A prime example of this was the series of expeditions against the Teŋzugu shrine in the Tong Hills (Upper East Region), which was viewed as a wellspring of resistance to British occupation and the headquarters of caravan raiders. See Thomas, “The 1916 Bongo Riots,” 62.
and the prevention of disease. For example, Captain Poole informed a meeting of chiefs (including that from Dolbizan) that, due to the need to cut down on insect populations, standing crops should not be planted within fifty yards of the houses. It was also advocated that compounds should be smaller and placed farther apart as, due to the absence of raiding activity, it was no longer necessary that they live in “rabbit warrens which are most unhealthy and difficult to keep clean,” instead advocating that there should be “separate compounds for each family.”

The colonial government also instituted a new chieftaincy system. It was the duty of chiefs to provide labor for the maintenance of roads, the construction of rest houses, and the gold mines in the south. As can be seen from the spatial organization of Dolbizan in the early twentieth century, however, the institution of the chieftaincy did not result in the close spatial aggregation of the village under that authority. Rather, the village sections retained some political autonomy for at least the first forty years of colonial rule. This autonomy is reflected in the distance on the ground between village sections during the first half of the century.

As seen in the case of Zambulugu, however, these outlying patrilineal settlements could not sustain themselves in the face of a population drain. Apart from disease, another cause of the depopulation of smaller settlements was undoubtedly labor migration from the north to the south. From the 1920s onward the north became a primary exporter of unskilled labor for the gold mines and other enterprises, such as the cocoa plantations. In addition the majority of recruits to the Gold Coast Constabulary and the Gold Coast Regiment of the West African Frontier Force originated in the north.

Such labor migration may have contributed to the population decline that saw village sections such as Zambulugu and Gingaren relocate closer to the main locus of settlement at Dolbizan. This represented a general trend in the region. Many villages in the


110 S.D. Nash, District Commissioner, Official Diary for the Tumu District, 17 May 1907, ADM 62/5/4, G.R.A., T. Such governmental interference did not end with colonialism. There was a 1963 government initiative to replace round buildings with “better ventilated” rectangular ones in Bolgatanga. In addition, the way in which agricultural land was to be parcelled out was also to be changed. See Hunter, “Social Roots,” 349; and Achim Von Oppen, “The Village as Territory: Enclosing Locality in Northwest Zambia, 1950s–1990s,” Journal of African History 47, 1 (2006), 57–76, for a Zambian perspective.


112 Motorized transport was introduced in the late 1920s and, subsequently, informal migration (i.e., those not officially recruited by the colonial government) increased. See Hawkins, Writing and Colonialism, 57, 65. Even before 1930, many young men from the Northwest were “officially” recruited (effectively forced to sign up) for work in the gold mines and other enterprises. See Thomas, “Forced Labour.”

113 Raymond Bening, Ghana: Regional Boundaries and National Integration (Accra, Ghana: Ghana Universities Press, 1999), 220. Such labor migration was not necessarily permanent as, in order to draw the balance of their pay, migrants had to return to the north. See Holden, “Zabarimas and the ‘Grunshis,’” 35.
area declined in population during the first half of the twentieth century. Hilton\textsuperscript{114} records that several small settlements in the Dolbizan and Santijan divisions disappeared between 1921 and 1931. Nine of seventeen settlements that in 1938 had been recorded as having a population of less than fifty had disappeared by 1948, while between 1931 and 1948 the population of the remaining villages in the Dolbizan district decreased by a third.

Conclusion

As described earlier, the Sisala, in their ethnographic manifestation, are often classified as having a nucleated settlement pattern and stronger than average village allegiance. This is understood both as a result of their being raided for slaves in the past as well as their agricultural system.\textsuperscript{115} Yet what the history of Dolbizan shows us is that there is nothing inherent in Sisala culture, history, or economy that dictates a nucleated settlement pattern. Rather, the village probably re-aggregated in the early to mid-twentieth century as a direct result of a combination of factors characteristic of the colonial period. These include severe droughts and water shortages, the desire of colonial authorities that villages be manageably situated, and, most importantly, the population decline and abandonment of small villages and sections due to disease, environmental factors, migrant labor, and enlistment in the army during the Second World War. These factors should not be underestimated. For example, an outbreak of cerebro-spinal meningitis in the northwestern part of the country resulted in the death of 8,000 people in 1907, sleeping sickness epidemics in the 1920s decimated the population in the Black Volta and Kulpawn valleys, and the 1930s saw yearly locust invasions that badly affected food supplies.\textsuperscript{116}

While no specific statistics are available to assess the impact of each of the above factors on Dolbizan itself, it clearly was not untouched by the prevailing economic, social, and political situation. Thus, while those Sisala villages that have been continuously occupied since the nineteenth century might retain some aspects of the defensive architecture that was necessary during the slave-raiding era, there are others that adapted to fit the new circumstances of the twentieth century. This can be documented by tracing the histories of individual communities over time. Archaeology can be used, in conjunction with historical and ethnographic sources, to achieve a greater understanding of these dynamics.

\textsuperscript{114} Hilton, “Settlement Pattern,” 873.

\textsuperscript{115} Grindal, “An Ethnographic Classification;” Prussin, Architecture.
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